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** TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY3. .

6N'38A Lookout Place.

August 9, 1989

4 U.S. Nuclecr Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document-Control Desk

' Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

TERNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - DEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO.
50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING i.ICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
50-327/89003, REVISION 1

The enclosed-LER has been revised to delete the action to conduct a special
test to further confirm the.cause of the 1A-A motor-driven auxiliary

,

feedwater pump start following the momentary interruption of control power
to the''6.9-kilovolt shutdown board 1A-A. Upon further review, it was."

determined that existing information regarding the cause of the event was
adequate to develop a procedure to prevent recurrence. -Additionally, it is
not believed. that the special test would provide significant additionai
:information, and performance of the test at power could result in a plant
transient. This event.was originally reported in accordance with
10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.iv.

Very truly yours,-

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

..

. R. Byn, Vice President
Nuclear Power Production

-

Enclosure
cc'(Enclosure):

Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region II
101 Marietta Street,. Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

INPO Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector
|Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy' Daisy, Tennessee 37379

|
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This LER is being revised to change the long-term corrective actions and clarify the
auxiliary relay failure.

On February 10, 1989, at 0004 EST, with unit 1 in mode 1 (100-percent reactor power, 578
degrees F, and 2235 psig), the IA-A motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (MDAFWP) started
following the momentary interruption of control power to the 6.9kV shutdown board 1A-A.
During performance of Surveillance Instruction (SI)-621, " Periodic Functional Test of Loss
of Voltage Relays on Shutdown Board," the normal feeder breaker 1718 for 6.9kV shutdown
board 1A-A did not trip as required resulting in SI-621 being stopped at 2300 EST on
February 9, 1989. A ground was discovered on the positive side of the 125VDC alternate
control bus by Transmission and Customer Services personnel, which was verified by the
operator by checking the ground indicator on 125VDC vital battery board III. While

| attempting to isolate the ground, breaker 204 on 125VDC vital battery board III was opened
which removed power from the alternate control bus. Breaker 204 was closed after
verifying that the ground was not on the shutdown board. When power was restored on the
alternate control bus, the BOY relays operated as they would in blackout (BO) condition
and the UVY relay reenergized. This completed the needed permissives that caused the

Operationspersonnelattemptedtoensurethatoperatingbreaker|MDAFWP breaker to close.
204 would not adversely impact plant equipment. However, due to the complexity of the
circuit, it was not realized that operating breaker 204 would cause an engineered safety
feature actuation. As immediate corrective action, Operations personnel verified that the
IA-A MDAFW pump started while searching for ground on 125VDC vital battery board III.
Subsequently, the pump was shutdown, the tripped relay was reset, and the pump was
realigned for standby operation. To prevent recurrence of this event, TVA issued
procedures specifying the method to .,earch and isolate grounded circuits. j

|
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT ;

[ On February 10, 1989, at 0004 EST, with unit 1 in mode 1 (100-percent reactor power, 578 !

degrees F, and 2235 psig), the 1A-A motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (MDAFWP) (EIIS
Code BA) started, following the momentary interruption of control power to 6.9kV shutdown
bnarh 1A-A (EIIS Code EB).

Before this event occurred, on February 9, 1989 at 0930 EST, Transmission and Customer
' Services (T&CS) personnel initiated Surveillance Instruction (SI)-621 " Periodic
Functional Test of Loso of Voltage Relays on Shutdown Board." At 2300 EST on February 9,
1989, SI-621 was stopped because the normal feeder bresker 1718 for 6.PkV shutdown board
1A-A did not trip as required. T&CS personnel notified the arsistant shift operationc
supervisor (ASOS) about the breaker problem. A ground was discov,ered on the positive j
side of the 125VDC alternate control bus by T&CS personnel, which was verified by the
ASOS by checking the ground indicator on 125VDC vital battery board III (EIIS Code EJ).
While attemptin6 to isolate the ground, breaker 204 on 125VDC vital battery board III was j

opened which removed power from the alternate control bus. Breaker 204 is the normal
feeder to the alternate control bus.for 6.9kV shutdown board 1A-A. Opening breaker 204 i

also. removed control power from half of the load shedding / sequencing logic simulating a
blackout (BO) condition thereby, deenergizing several UVY relays. Refer to the attached
simplified schematic diagrams.

1

On February 10, 1989 at approximately 0004 EST, breaker 204 was closed after verifying
that the ground was not on the shutdown board. When power was restored on the alternate
control bus, the BOY relays were placed in the B0 position and the UVY relay
reenergized. This completed the needed permissives that caused the MDAFWP breaker to j
close via the load sequence timer. The breaker closure for centrifugal charging pump

'

1A-A, (EIIS Code CS), essential raw cooling water pump J-A (EIIS Code BI), and compone.
.

cooling system pump 1A-A (EIIS Code CC) were inir. lated by their UVY and BOY relays in a
similar manner as that of the MDAFWP however, these pumps were already runr.ing so that
the breaker closure s' mal was undetected. Load shedding did not occur because the load
shedding circuits requae both the UVX and UVY relays to be deenergized. These relays
are supplied from separate power sources. The start ;1gnals for the other loads
associated with this logic were not initiated due to tne absence of a safety injection
signal, a phase B isolation signal, phase A isolation signal, auxiliary building
isolation (ABI) or other permissives. See attached table for a listing. The annunciator
" load stripping relays out of syne" alarmed as expected in the main control room (MOR)
(EIIS Code NA). This annunciation was not related to the fact that the MDAFWP started
but to the fact that the BOY relays had actuated. However, an orange sticker had been
pinced on tne annunciator window by the T&CS persornel to notify Operations that
actuations were associated with SI-621 (i.e., associated equipment is being tested) and |

'

as a result Operations was anticipating the annunciator to alarm.

At approximately G005 EST. The AS',S verified that the ground was not on 6.9kV shutdown
board 1A-A but that a ground was still indicated by the ground indicator located on
125VDC vital battery board III. To allow T&CS to continue with the performance of SI-621
the ASOS transferred the alternate control bus power supply from normal to alternate
(vital battery board III to vital battery I) thereby removing the ground from the
shutdown board.

,

NRC $0MM 366A "U.S. CPC: 19W & W ONT
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DESCRIPTION OF-EVENT (Continued 1
'

Since the transfer switch has break-before-make contacts, the transfer resulted in a
power interruption followed by a return of power to the alternate control bus which would
have caused'another engineered safety feeture (ESF) actuation identical to the one that

jhad previously occurred while opening and closing breaker 204. However, the 1A-A MDAFWP
|- was' running, therefore, another ESF actuation did not occur.
J

'At approximately 0013 EST, the unit operator (UO) notified the ASOS that the MDAFWP was
running. This time delay occurred because there are no annunciations that actuate when

!
the MMFWP starts. Also, the level control valves did not open nor were they expected to I

opea as adequate level existed in each steam generator. (S/G). As a result, no water
entered the S/Gs (the 1A-A MDAFW pump was in recirculation mode during this
event);therefore, there were no changes in level or flow indications. The alarm printer
for the plant computer (P250), the primary indicator to the UO that the pump had started, s

was hung up (momentarily inopereble) at that time. Messages would normally tronsfer to
the utility printer,-but the utility printer was busy with a routine printout.
Therefore, the alarm message was never printed.

|
)At approximately 0019 EST, the UO was instructed to stop the pump, which he did.

However, upon returning the handswitch to A-P-Auto, the pump restarted. Upon further
investigation, it was discovered that the B0 relays were in the B0 position and had to be
reset. The B0 relays were reset by the ASOS. At 0040 EST, the UO stopped the pump; and 1

when the handswitch was returned to A-P-Auto, the pump did not restart. At this time, j
. the BOY and UVY relays and the MDAFWP had been returned to their normal configuration.

A work request (WR) was initiated on breaker 1718, and the DS relay was discovered to be
malfunctioning. The DS relay was removed and replaced on 6.9kV shutdown board 1A-A.
This action then allowed the normal feeder breaker to operate correctly an verified by a
functional test, and SI-621 was completed satisfactorily on February 18, 1989. No
equipment was damaged during this event, and all automatic actions, with the exception of
the breaker 1718 tot tripping on demand, occurred as designed.

CAUSE OF EVENT

The cause of automatic start of 1A-A MDAFWP is attributed to tne brief interruption of
the alternate control power to 6.9kV shutdown board 1A-A and logic panel 1A-A. The l
control power interruption was caused by momentarily opening breaker 204 on 125VDC vital
battery board III in an attempt to locate a ground on the control power for the 6.9kV j
shutdown board 1A-A. Operations personnel had attempted to ensure that operating breaker i
204 would not adversely impact plant equipment. However, due to the complexity of the
circuit, it was not realized that operating breaker 204 would cause an ESF actuation.

The ASOS verified that the ground was not on the control power circuit for 6.9kV shutdown
board 1A-A, but.that the ground was still indicated by the ground indicator on 125VDC
vital battery board III. Subsequently, the ASOS transferred the alternate control bus
power supply from normal to citernate (vital battery board I). This resulted in a power
interruption.followed by a return of power to the alternate control bus which would have
caused another ESF actuation identical to the one that previously occurred while opening I
and closing breaker 204. However, the 1A-A MDAFWP was running, therefore, another ESF
actuation did not occur. I

.N C,oRM au . *u.s. cro.19es-sm u, uom ;
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'CAUSE OF EVENT (Continued)

The cause of the normal feeder breaker- to the 6.9kV shutdown board.not tripping on demand
was due to an inoperative set of contacts on an auxiliary relay. The relay failed in
such a way that the pair of contacts being tested did not activate with the relay.- The
other pair (s) of contacts actuated prop rly. This is considered.to be an isolated case. !
The contacts complete the circuitry necessary to trip the 6.9kV breaker. However..with- |
the contacts not functioning properly, the breaker did not trip. i

ANALYSIS OF EVENT
1

.An automatic auxiliary feedwater pump start is considered an SSF actuation. As a result.. |
this. unplanned start of the' ESF equipment is being reported pursuant to the criteria set '

forth in.10 CFR.50.73, a.2.iv.

During this event,' the loss of control powe.r to the load shed/ load sequence relays (BOY
and UVY) and the subsequent restoration of power started the 1A-A MDAFWP, however, since
the level, control valves were closed to the steam generators, no water entered the S/Gs
(the 1A-A'MDAFW pump was in recirculation mode during this event). The other equipment

j affected by these relays were saither already running or its start conditions had not been
-atisfied. Therefore, this equipment were unaffected and continued to perform their
; unction. . Equipment that was not running would have started and performed.its safety
function if'it had been needed, i.e., manually started or'tha automatic start circuitry

:would.have been completed. . Also,.the normal feeder breaker which did not trip on demand.
because of inoperative contacts would have performed its safety function since a separate
set.of contacts of the same relay initiates load shed. The load shedding logic includes
tripping the normal feeder breaker. Since all of the ESF equipment responded as designed
and performed adequately,'this event posed ne safety consequence.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

As an immediate corrective actions:

'1. The Operations personnel verified that the 1A-A MDAFW pump started while searching
for ground on 125VDC vital battery board III. Subsequently, the pump was shutdown,
the tripped relayr, were reset, and the pump was realigned for standby operation.

'2. The Operations superintendent's instructions to shift Operations personnel stated
that transferring the alternate control bus back to its normal feeder should not be
performed until a procedure has been developed that adequately addresses ESF
actuation prevention. The ASOS placed a caution order on the transfer switch of the
6.9kV shutdown board 1A-A.

Other corrective actions taken includes:

.1. The DS relay was replaced in accordance to WR-B797953, and SI-621 was completed
.

| satisfactorily'on February 18, 1989.

2.. The electrical ground on 125VDC vital battery board III was cleared up in accordance
to WR LT97602.

I
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'To prevent recurrence of this event TVA will implement the following' actions:

1. Permanent type caution. tags near breakers 201, 204, 301, and 304 of all four 125VDC
vital battery boards were posted to alert Operatiens personnel that operation of this
breaker could cause an ESF actuation. This action was completed on March 17, 1989.

1

2. Permanent type caution tags were installed in the proximity of the normal and
emergency 125VDC control bus transfer switches of all fcur 6.9kV shutdown boards to
alert Operations personnel that operation of the transfer switches for the control
buses could cause an ESF actuation. This action was completed by Marc 1 17, 1989.

3. .A procedure will be issued by August 18, 1989 to specify the method to accomplish
transfer of etternate control bus back to its normal feeder without causing an ESF

actuation. |

4. Necessary procedures were issued on July 15, 1989 specifying the method to search and
isolate grounded circuits without causing an ESF actuation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

There'was no previous occurrence of automatic start of MDAFWP due to similar causes.

COMMITMENTS

. Operations issued WRs and ensure that caution tags were posted on 125VDC vital-..

battery boards and en 6.9kV shutdown boards as described above on March 17, 1989.

2. Operations issued necesscry prccedures on July 15, 1989, specifying the method to
search and isolate grounded circuits without causing an ESF actuation.

!

3. Operations will issue a procedure by August 18, 1989, to specify the method to J

accomplish transfer of alternate control bus back to its normal feeder without ,

causing an ESF actuation. !

.I
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TARE 1
u

Tabulation of Loads Associated with the "Y" .

ICircuit of the 6.9kV Shutdown B'oard 1A-A Logic Panel

~

Loads Comments
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1A-A Stert signal initiated.

45N765-6
Centrifugal Charging Pump 1A-A Start signal initiated. Already running. j

45N765-16 |
Essential Raw Cooling Pump J-A Start signal initiated. Already running. )

45N765-15
~ Essential Raw Cooling Pump Q-A No start signal due to interlock with

45N765-15 ERCWP J-A.
Component Cooling System Pump Start signal initiated. Already running.
lA-A 45N779-2
Component Cooling System Pump. No start signal due to breake- being

C-S 45N779-2 aligned to B-train supply.

Safety Injection Pump 1A-A No start signal due to SI signal not
45N765-14 being present.

Residual Heat Removal Pump 1A-A No start signal due to SI signal not
45N765-13 being present.

Pressurizer HTR Backup Group ID ESF permissive was met.
45N765-11 i

Pressurizer HTR Backup Group 1A-A ESF permissive was met.
45N765-10

Auxiliary Building General Supply No load sequence logic associated with
Fan 1A & Exhaust 1A 45N779-5 this fan only load shedding.

Containment Spray Pump 1A-A
.

No start signal due to a phase B signal
45N765-7 not being present.

, Control Room AHU A-A 'M start signal due to a phase B
45N779-7 isolation signal not being present.

Spent Fuel Pit Pump A-A Does not have an ESF start signal.
45N779-4

Contro1& Service Air Compressor A Does not have an ESF start signal.
45N779-6 {

Fire Pump 1A-A No FP start signal present. j

45N779-2
Reactor Vent Board 1A-A's Feeder Does not have an ESF closure signal.

| Breaker 45N779-1
| Control & Aux Bldg Vent Board Dou not have an ESF closure signal.

lA2-A's Normal Feeder Breaker
45N779-1

6.9kV Shutdown 1A-A's Normal Does not have an ESF closure signal.
IFeeder Breaker 1718 45N765-1

6.9kV Shutdown 1A-A's Alternate Does not have an ESF closure signal.

Feeder Breaker 1716 45N765-1

!

*p.s, crm 19M-52c-5M Hu?P.NMC PORM 366A
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Simplified-Schematic Diagram - A-

Note: Contact for relay 27S 1AY1 is normally
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Simplified Schematic Diagram - B
.

All relays shown in deenergized state
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